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Marc Jacobs closed out New York 
Fashion Week with a high-energy, 
multimedia extravaganza at the 
Zeigfeld Theatre. It was loaded 
with bold, witty fashion while 
offering a template for the house’s 
expanded high-low range. For 
more, see pages 4 to 10.
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Marc Jacobs
So much to process – on many levels.

That Marc Jacobs is one of fashion’s great impresarios is a given. 
Almost as much as he loves pure fashion, he loves fashion’s enter-
tainment value, over the years becoming increasingly inclined to 
stage not just a fashion show, but a show. Both here and in Paris, 
his productions have swung raucous and wistful, lyrical and 
brash, always with pure fashion – and a pure, powerful fashion 
message – at the core.

On Thursday night, Jacobs flexed his showman’s muscle expo-
nentially. The location, the Ziegfeld Theatre, provided the ruse: 
Movie magic! Drinks! Popcorn in cardboard! T-shirts in cardboard! 
“One Night Only” read the theater’s marquee outside on 54th 
Street, while inside, hot-pink video posters teased the main event, 
and pretty, fishnetted Marc Jacobs’ staffers worked the aisles 
distributing those movie-house essentials, Junior Mints and Hot 
Tamales.

From a fashion standpoint, the show was a bonanza, packed 
with great clothes and dizzying fun. But fun on a mission. This 
is Jacobs’ first collection following the dissolution of the Marc by 
Marc brand – but not the abandonment of the Marc by Marc price 
structure. In that sense, the event provided a template for what 
the reconfigured Marc Jacobs brand will look like.  

With distance from his professional life in Paris (which he still 
visits frequently), Jacobs mulled his Americanism, considering, he 
said during a preview, “What is America for me? For me, America 
is New York City.” That lead to nostalgic musings while his affinity 
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for Instagram triggered consideration of 
how today we’re bombarded with visu-
als. He thought of his personal theatrical 
obsession, iconic designers from Saint 
Laurent to Schiaparelli to Ralph Lauren, 
a BBC documentary on Bette Midler (she 
was at the show), and disconnected events 
from Robert Duffy’s wedding to watching 
the July 14th fireworks with Sofia Coppola in 
Paris. And most significantly, he considered 
his past collections. The far-flung stimuli 
converged into an explosion of fashion that 
featured a particular interest not recently 
explored on his runways: as he put it, “my 
love of high and low and taking ordinary 
and making it extraordinary.”

It was extraordinary, a (literally) red, 
white and blue eruption of fashion that 
addressed two points of criticism: that 
within a given season, his fashion range is 
too narrow, that from season to season, his 
mood swings are too sweeping.

Here, he took ownership of the diversity, 
his models cast as a bevy of young women 
arriving for a movie premiere, stopping for 
a step-and-repeat photo op before walking 
the runway to their seats. They were turned 
out in Forties glam, Eighties street, military, 
showgirl sass, undone Stars and Stripes, 
good old grunge and more. Jacobs showed 
most of it in highly decorated, piled-on 
combinations, the better to flaunt his 
brand’s newfound range. Plaid silk shirts 
(priced well south of the original Perry Ellis 
grunge versions), jeans, varsity sweaters 
integrated mostly seamlessly with his 
exquisitely rendered luxe offerings, with an 
emphasis on intricate embroideries.

 Yet there was an uncharacteristic void: 
the kind of swelling, emotional and pointed 
fashion statement we’ve come to expect 
from Jacobs.

If this all-inclusive expression of his 
brand’s new range is a one-season choice – 
fantastic, and is in keeping with his ethos; 
the afore-noted mood swing being a house 
code. But it would be a shame if Jacobs feels 

drawn, whether by compulsion 
or obligation, to showcase 

the expanded range 
on the runway every 
season. He is one of 
fashion’s great story-
tellers. And, just like 
in the movies, some of 
the richest stories are 

the intimate ones.   
— Bridget Foley 
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New York Fashion Week began and ended with giant spectacles. Riccardo Tisci’s 9/11 Givenchy 
show was contemplative, or at least set out to be; Marc Jacobs’s tonight was a clamorous, 
exuberant affair. Both got the public involved: It’s still hard to score access, but the shows are less 
and less an insular, insiders-only experience. Circumstance forced Jacobs out of his usual venue—
sometimes the Army needs the Lexington Avenue Armory. He said he jumped at the chance to 
show in the Ziegfeld—as a native New Yorker, he grew up seeing movies at the famous theater—
and that the innovative setup was custom-fit to the special location. “Marc Jacobs: One Night 
Only!” blazed the marquee. Inside, there was popcorn and fountain drinks; cigarette girls offered 
candy; and ushers dispensed Playbills (not a mixed metaphor, the original Ziegfeld showed 
musicals, not movies) as they led celebrities like Bette Midler, Winona Ryder, Sandra Bernhard, 
and Sofia Coppola to their seats. Outside, models including Bella Hadid, Guinevere van Seenus, 
Emily Ratajkowski, and the singer Beth Ditto walked the length of a carpet that stretched for half a 
block, stopping for a picture at the Marc Jacobs step-and-repeat, before they made their way up 
the stairs and into the theater, where we watched the street-side happenings on the Ziegfeld’s 
giant screen. The show was a love letter to the movies, America’s greatest invention; to America 
itself; and to a New York City that’s all but vanished. The Ziegfeld is the largest surviving single-
screen theater in Manhattan, and trumpeter Brian Newman and his band played punk progenitors 
the New York Dolls’s 1973 song “Trash.” Nostalgia is the most powerful force in Jacobs’s work. This 
season he indulged his insatiable, catholic tendencies: High culture (Maria Callas as Medea), low 
(showgirls), and things in between (Janet Leigh in Psycho) mingled on the runway. You couldn’t 
help but think that Andy Warhol would have appreciated it, not least of all because some of the 
prints were suggestive of the Pop artist’s silkscreens. It’s the kind of collection that will reward an 
up-close look—dense with detail and hidden meanings, and totally irresistible. 

 









The show was called “One Night Only,” and there was a Playbill and 
popcorn and even an orchestra. Once the 400 guests for Marc Jacobs’s 
spring 2016 collection had taken their seats in the Ziegfeld Theater, the 
first things they saw on the big screen were models walking along a 
spectator-lined red carpet on the sidewalk and pausing for a photo op. 
The familiar star moment drew a big laugh. 
Within minutes the first models, dressed in red, white, and blue, were 
walking down aisles set up as catwalks, while their sisters (some 60 of 
them) continued to pour out of a dressing-room tent on West 54th 
Street, down the carpet, and into the Ziegfeld. The real and the illusory 
were colliding. Then the orchestra, led by Brian Newman on the trumpet, 
kicked in. A moment later, the aisles were flooded with girls. 
So Marc Jacobs really does wear his heart on his sleeve. It was a 
wonderfully evocative scene, on many levels at once — a rarity for a 
fashion show. It touched on Jacobs’s feeling for New York City; many of 
his shows over the past 25 years have in some way been about New York. 
A good portion of the audiences for his shows is made up, by design, of 
young people; and last night the space along the red carpet was open to 
the public. But “One Night Only” also conveyed — with joy as much as 
irony — our fascination with celebrity. Whether in spangles or a drum 
majorette’s jacket, all of the models were dressed for their star turn. At 
the same time, their wilted, barrette-pinned hair and dark-circled 
eyes suggested they had been out all night, partying. 
 
Then, too, having spent a lot of time in the past week crossing Times 
Square, with its painted ladies and tourists, I thought the clothes joyfully 
captured how lots of ordinary people dress — the crazy mixes of sequins 
and frayed denim, the jarring renditions of the American flag or school-
spirit sweaters, the vulgar mixed with the sweet and naïve. Embedded in 
the collection were also references to the movies: bleached and photo-
printed jeans and skirts with a famous image of audiences watching an 
early 3-D flick. 
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Jacobs didn’t want anything to be literal; he is a genius at covering up his 
tracks. Those prints of the 3-D moviegoers look almost like clouds, or at least 
like a sun-damaged photo. Afterward, as Jacobs greeted guests, including 
the performers Sandra Bernhard and Bette Midler, he mentioned a 
documentary that Midler had made in which she said that many of the 
places she once knew in the city are now gone — replaced by skyscrapers or 
boutiques and such. You can be sentimental about that, Jacobs said, or you 
can move on, but those places “inform who you are today.” That sense came 
across powerfully in Jacobs’s show — without a drop of nostalgia. The 
driving jazz notes of the orchestra — which broke into a rendition of the 
Beastie Boys’ "Sabotage" at one point — and the optimism and humor of 
the clothes drove us forward, not back. 
By the way, Jacobs had initially thought to do a collection around American 
pride, he told me, motivated in part by the Supreme Court’s marital-equality 
ruling. But when the Lexington Avenue Armory became unavailable, and the 
Ziegfeld was offered instead, he broadened his idea. The show included 
both high-end clothing and moderate-priced things, of the type he had in his 
recently dissolved Marc by Marc Jacobs line. “It was all high and low,” he 
said. “Everything mixed together.” 
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